PRESSRELEASE, Gothenburg, May 14, 2019

A unique multi standard wireless lighting control solution
showcased at LIGHTFAIR
LumenRadio, the world’s leading wireless lighting controls manufacturer and connectivity
enabler, will exhibit at LIGHTFAIR and present their new AirGlow product - a multi standard
wireless lighting control solution suitable for both indoor and outdoor light control. AirGlow is
unique in that it can scale from individual light group control to be used for large scale light
control systems with IoT connectivity.
Wireless technology provider LumenRadio offers patented technologies, a unique operating system,
state of the art radio modules and “off-the-shelf” products which provide ultra-reliable mesh connectivity
for the most business critical applications.
Today, LumenRadio is the market leader within wireless DMX and their patented CRMX technology has
become a de-facto standard within both Professional lighting and Film lighting. Using the same ultrareliable connectivity technology, LumenRadio is now entering the Connected Lighting segment, offering
fixture manufacturers their new AirGlow product, thereby enabling a quick time to market for reliable
wireless connectivity.

AirGlow

At LIGHTFAIR LumenRadio will present AirGlow - a product platform for both indoor and outdoor light
controls that can scale from individual light group control to large scale light control system with IoT
connectivity. The product comes packed with powerful and easy-to-use features and is compatible with
both Bluetooth and their ultra-reliable Mira Mesh technology.
Due to the small size and versatile interfaces, AirGlow for Indoor usage is ideal for integration both into
luminaires as well as integration into standard gang or junction boxes.
AirGlow for outdoor incorporates the LumenRadio’s MWA module, which is tailored for outdoor
operation. With a line-of-sight range of up to 500m, AirGlow for outdoor offers performance previously
only seen with sub-GHz frequencies.

Enabling Coexistence

AirGlow is built on LumenRadio’s embedded Mira operating system, which enables the world’s most
resilient wireless mesh connectivity for business critical applications. The core technology is the

Cognitive Coexistence patent that enables your product to coexist along with other wireless
technologies, not being interfered and not causing interference.

A “one stop shop”

LumenRadio is a one-stop-shop when it comes to wireless lighting control. Whether you need wireless
DMX for indoor or outdoor or a multi standard lighting control solution compatible with Bluetooth and
the ultra-reliable Mira Mesh technology, LumenRadio is the company to turn to.

Showcased at LIGHTFAIR in Philadelphia. May 21-23

Visit us at LIGHTFAIR to learn more about how AirGlow allows unique scalability. Let AirGlow give you a
quick time to market for your smart fixtures. You will find us in the IoT Pavilion, booth 4344.
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